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Introduction
High school and college graduates are lucky these days: you have career 
counselors and access to resources and networks to help you land your first jobs. 
In the late 1980s, the job search process was a mass mailing of 200 resumes to 
“Human Resources” and hope for a phone call. 

When I graduated from college, a friend of my dad’s shared more advanced job 
search tools with me. Kay gave me a binder with pages to capture information so I 
could target and track the search. No one I knew had tools like that back then. Kay 
told me to pay her back by sharing it as I saw fit. 

So, I have. I made the same binder for many people in the 1980s and 1990s. In the 
late 1990s, the binder format became an Excel workbook. In 2008, this manual was 
created. Both have been available to anyone via word-of-mouth, as my “day job” is 
only tangentially related. 

As I coached people on the process, many requested guidance about how they 
presented themselves too. So, what began as a process used by recent graduates 
to land a job has evolved to become one used by anyone in career transition.

Career transitions can be daunting. 

Recent graduates  go through so many changes at the same time, it is a scary time 
of life. You leave your friends, home, and routine in search of the unknown. It is no 
wonder that a job search often gets minimal attention until the last minute and 
zaps your energy and esteem.

Experienced professionals going through career changes can be overwhelmed by 
their transitions too. Whether the change was self- or company-induced, the 
process can be scary for someone who has not conducted a job search in a while. 
Add in the pressures that come with adulthood—family, financial, health—and 
transitions are daunting.

This process and guide can relieve some of the pressure of a search whether you 
are an experienced professional or recent graduate. The materials can help you 
streamline your activity so it yields better results, which might actually enable you 
to enjoy this time of your life.

A career transition can be enjoyable. You will be able to learn about more 
companies and positions, to meet new people and build your network, to offer 
your talents to help organizations who could benefit from knowing you. Sounds 
good, right?

Let’s get started.
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A continuous process
There are 5 stages to the job search. Creating a resume is not Step One. There is 
much to be done prior to composing a resume, and there is much to be done after 
preparing one as well.  The process should be continuously, not only when you 
need a job. 

There are hundreds, maybe even millions, of job search resources available. This is 
not a repeat of what’s out there, it is based on what I have seen in my own job 
searches and when coaching others during their searches. It would be wise to 
supplement this material with material from other experts and resources, as this 
material, at only 27 pages, is not all-inclusive.

Take a look at the process, then, we will cover each step.
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Who are you? 

What are you made of?

What do you want to do?

Where do you want to work?

What do you value most?

The more you know about yourself, the easier the job search will be for you. 
Employers need you to tell them who you are, so they can discern whether you 
would be a fit for their team. You have to know yourself and make it as easy for 
them to hire you as possible.

The more you know about yourself…

 The more likely you’ll go for jobs that fit you, leading to longer tenure 
and more satisfaction.

 The faster your search because time is spent where you will fit.

 The fewer rejections you’ll subject yourself to because you’ll pursue jobs 
for which you are a viable candidate.

 The easier it will be for you to tell interviewers who you are, so the 
faster they can identify if you are a fit for them.

 The more likely you will be successful on the job.

A good book which walks readers through this process more thoroughly than I do 
here is called What Color is Your Parachute? Check it out if you need more help 
than what is here.
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How do you define “success”?              What values are most important?

Use the space below to identify the values most important to you. These will 
be important when you negotiate a position later, and you can use them to 
help identify and evaluate potential job opportunities. Your list of values also 
can help you stay focused on your search without getting negative about it.

Personal Assessment Tools
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What do you like to do? What are you good at doing? 

On the left, list things you like to do. List everything you think of whether it is 
job related or a hobby or other ways to spend time. When you can’t think of 
anything else, add 7 more items to the list. Add things you like to do when 
working.

On the right, list everything you are good at doing. List the things you’re 
good at, even if you don’t like doing them. List as many items as you can, 
and when your list is complete, add 7 more.

Personal Assessment Tools
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What do you dislike doing? What are you NOT good at doing? 

On the left, list things you do not like to do. Add things you do not like to do when 
working. For example, if you dislike data entry, write it. 

On the right, list what you know you are not good at. 

These lists will help identify what you do not want in a job or company culture.
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Ideal work environment: Least ideal work environment:

What type of work environment do you seek?

On the left, describe your ideal work environment. What type of culture would 
help you excel? Include your thoughts about workplace location.

On the right, describe an environment you would not like to work in every day. 

These lists will help identify what you do not want in a job or company culture.
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What type of management do you seek?

On the left, describe your ideal immediate supervisor or manager. How are you 
best managed. Think about it from this stage of your career. For example, 
someone with a few internships most likely needs more supervision than 
someone with 5 years of experience. How are you best managed?

On the right, describe the type of manager you would not want to work with 
every day. What type of supervision do you know does not work for you?

These lists will help identify what you do not want in a job or company culture.
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What obstacles could impact your search?

As you have probably found out already, every job search and career transition 
includes obstacles. You will have exciting moments of joy, and you will have 
disappointments.

List below the challenges you are likely to face during this job search. Describe 
your obstacles, then list some ideas for ways to overcome them. Expecting 
challenges will prevent you from being sidetracked by them when they occur.
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Personal Actions

1 ________________________________________________

2 ________________________________________________

3 ________________________________________________

Final Thought…
With all the talk on the previous pages about identifying your ideal workplace, job, 
and manager, one note of caution: do not expect to find your “ideal” situation. 
Prioritize your lists and be flexible. Being too hard core about your ideal job could 
prevent you from taking one which would work out great. 

Also, do not expect too much out of your job. It’s dangerous to put one’s self-
esteem in one’s work (believe me, I know that for sure). Build your esteem 
elsewhere—through volunteering, studying, time with loved ones. Just don’t 
pressure yourself into finding the ideal job which will suddenly make you feel 
tremendous about yourself. Try to feel tremendous all the time, regardless of your 
job. You are more than your job, no matter what it is or is not at the moment.
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You have two choices:

Option 1:

Cross your fingers tightly each morning in hopes someone calls you with a 
tremendous offer for your ideal position in your ideal location working for 
your ideal boss.

Option 2:

Proactively target your search for the position you seek.

Obviously, Option 2 will yield results more efficiently than the crossing-your-
fingers-and-hoping job search method. To implement Option 2, you need the 
Targeting & Tracking System. (TTS).

You may have downloaded this guide from TTS, in which case you have it already. 
If you want to get it, click here.

The next few pages will advise how to use TTS, but you can make your own 
spreadsheets if you do not have the system.

To work the process, understand what you are selling to potential employers.

You are selling yourself, your skills, your attitude, your connections, your 
willingness to learn, your potential to be a superstar. No matter who you are, you 
have something unique to sell. Upon completion of the previous section here, you 
should have a better understanding of what you have to offer.

Let’s put it to use here.
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Sales Statement

Sales Statement. Describe what you have to offer and contribute to a company.

Career Objective

Identify 3 career objectives, along with target dates for each. What position do you 
want now, what do you want to be doing in 3 years, and what do you want to be 
doing in 5 years?

1. Current Position Objective: Date:

2. 3-Year Position Objective: Date:

3. 5-year Position Objective: Date:
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Targeting Strategies

The marketing strategies which will work for you depend on your background and 
the job you seek. 

Identify strategies which will help you meet people who can give you a job or help 
you meet someone who can. Where do you want to work, who works there, where 
are those people? Who can introduce you to people who work where you want to 
work?

A few strategies, which are highly recommended for most job seekers, are below. 
Additional strategies will arise out of conversations, networking, interviews, and 
other coaching you may receive. 

Consider using LinkedIn for your search. LinkedIn gives tips and training for using it 
for a search. Recruiters use LinkedIn to source candidates for open positions. Check 
it out www.LinkedIn.com.

Adapt the following strategies, which are included in the Targeting & Tracking 
System, to your needs related to the job you want:

1. People You Know. Identify friends, family, former coworkers who work for 
places you might like. Also list those who might be interested in helping you 
with your search and would be able to help.

2. Company Target List. Identify 25 companies you would like to work for at the 
end of this search.

3. Networking List. Identify industry associations, regional associations, and other 
networking opportunities where you are likely to meet people who could help 
in your search.

4. Alumni Relationships. Identify potential alumni connections through any 
schools you have attended—high school through grad school.

A fifth spreadsheet in the System is for tracking “Miscellaneous Contacts.” Use that 
for tracking people from LinkedIn and other social networking outlets, in addition 
to various face-to-face networking.

Another spreadsheet is called “Advocates.” As the System page explains, use this 
one to track your contact with the 25 people who are your biggest fans and 
supporters. Make sure you are in touch with them every month. Get in touch to 
offer to help them, share news, ask how they are doing, send an article, set a coffee 
date, etc. Be in touch with these people all the time, especially when you do not 
need them to help you with anything. This will help ensure you are building 
genuine relationships with them. 
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Use the tracking tools provided in the System to ensure your actions match your 
Objective. The goal is to work the process as effectively as possible, so it is 
important to keep track of your activity.

Three-A-Days
Staying organized and active builds momentum. I encourage you to contact 3 
people every day. Three-a-Days were  the most strenuous practices during my 
years as an athlete, and they were the ones which built endurance. The same is true 
with the concept for the job search. Contact three people every day about your 
search, even on the weekends. Some days you may contact more than three, but 
never less. 

Once you identify the strategies, you’ll identify tactics to employ to gain contacts 
and position information.

100 Things to Do List
Another spreadsheet included in the System gives you the opportunity to identify 
100 things you want to do, be, see, know, learn, have, teach, etc. in your life. I’ve 
given this 100 Things List to hundreds, maybe even thousands, of people over the 
years. While it can be intimidating at first, you may be surprised at how easy it is to 
fill up the page. You also may be surprised at how fast the items come to be, just 
by having them on the list. 

In my experience, the world responds to what you put out there. Figure out what 
you want your life to be like, and make it happen. It’s amazing at what will happen 
once you have your mind set on it. I love this list and hope you enjoy it too.
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Final Thought…
Include contacts made throughout the search process in your personal network. 
You are building your network every day. Keep track of your contacts, be useful to 
them (even if they don’t hire you), and follow-up regularly.  

Be kind before you need them for something. Be useful by sending articles, 
introducing them to people, and sharing ideas. Stay in touch as a professional 
building a network, especially if you are early in your career.
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Arm yourself with the best information and personal presentation possible. That 
means the best resume, cover emails, follow-up system (which you have in the 
Targeting & Tracking System), smile, clothes, outlook & attitude, information & 
ideas.

Resumes

Page 19

Resumes are usually the first thing a potential boss will see. It will contribute to the 
first impression you give, so make it a helpful marketing piece. 

The good news is there is not one right way to present yourself in a resume. You can 
be as creative or straightforward as you’d like. The key is to make it easy for the 
hiring team to learn about you by presenting yourself in a manner the reader will be 
receptive to and expect.. 

The following tips may seem like common sense, but they are listed because they 
are common problems:

 Be as brief as possible. A general guideline is one page for every seven to ten 
years of professional employment.

 Use a consistent format. All dates, bold/italics, bullets, sentence structure, and 
locations should be consistent. Consistent and lined up. Review 50 resumes 
online, pick the format you like best, and present yourself professionally in 
writing.

 Include accomplishments. Resumes listing job duties are less effective than ones 
which include accomplishments. For example, “Responsible for the printing 
contract.” is less effective than “Negotiated a 50% decrease in the printing 
contract for all new products.” What effect did you doing your job have on the 
place? Include that.

 Be accurate. No typos! Seriously, typos earn the resume a flight to the trash. 
Everyone knows that, but there are typos all the time. They are unacceptable.

 Include contact info at the top of pages one and two. Assume the pages could 
be separated along the way, so put contact info (in 12-point type in the upper 
left corner) on all pages provided. 

 Do not use personal pronouns on resumes.

 Use a professional-sounding email address. joeyluvzfootball@aol.com is not a 
good one.

 Include community service or civic involvement if it would help to show you are 
well rounded and selfless. Be careful about including political or other 
controversial or personal topics though.
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Here is an acceptable format for listing jobs:

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Company Name, City State Month, Year—Month, Year
Title 
Three-line paragraph about job duties, responsibilities.

 Accomplishment
 Accomplishment
 Accomplishment

Company Name, City State Month, Year—Month, Year
Title 
Three-line paragraph about job duties, responsibilities.

 Accomplishment
 Accomplishment
 Accomplishment

References

Page 20

Create a Professional References page which is formatted exactly like your resume. 
Have it available for those who ask for references. 

Name
Relationship to you
Company
Title
Phone number
Email address

Give your references a heads-up about people who may be calling them. Let them 
know you gave their contact information out and would like them to emphasize a 
certain aspect to your personality, or a project, or a performance accomplishment. 
Steer the references to provide helpful information. They are busy, so make serving 
as your reference easy.
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Cover letters and emails serve as introductions. Use them to get attention so the 
reader will look at  your resume and/or schedule an interview right then. Below is a 
good outline, but alter it to fit your creativity and needs:

Paragraph One: 

State why you are contacting them, but don’t be dull about it. Be a little clever and 
stimulating, but be sincere. People worry about coming across as “cheesy.” It will 
only come across that way if you are insincere or dishonest. Take a look…

I am writing to inquire about the open marketing manager position listed on 
your web site.

versus

There’s nothing like it! There’s nothing like the aroma of freshly brewed 
coffee slowly creeping upstairs to awake me each morning. It gets me out of 
bed in a cheerful mood every day. My love of coffee drew me to your web 
site where you describe your need for a marketing manager…

Since the web site emphasizes the requirement of a love of coffee, the top 
paragraph would be better than the boring second one. If you hate coffee, don’t 
write the top one though.

Paragraph Two:

Bridge the gap between what they are looking for, specifically listed in the posting, 
and what you have done. Make it easy for the HR person and hiring manager to see 
you fit into the job.

Explain briefly, perhaps with bullet points, three key reasons you would fit in there. 
Or, highlight three relevant accomplishments—relevant to the hiring company. Give 
an overview of you.

Paragraph Three:

Close asking for an interview and promising to follow up. Be clever here and tie your 
opening to this paragraph. For example, “I would enjoy meeting with you to discuss 
the position—I’ll even bring the coffee!”

Cover Letters & Emails
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Research

Use the List of 25 provided in the Targeting & Tracking System to remember 
what you learn while researching organizations you want to work with. Do more 
than look at web sites, though. Search online for industry articles about the 
company or its employees. Search for interviewers on Linked In, and use your 
newfound information to choose what to emphasize about you and what to ask 
each interviewer.

Learn as much as you can about the organization, position, and people as possible. 

Arm yourself well, and you will differentiate yourself from other candidates.

Personal Presentation

The next step in this process is to get out an meet people. Networking, interviewing, 
introductions, all require a professional presentation of oneself. 

While job seekers do not need to spend a fortune on new wardrobes, wearing 
clothes that fit, are clean, and present an updated image is key. If you are 22, avoid 
looking too trendy. If you are 55, avoid looking like a fuddy-duddy. There are image 
consultants to speak with about this topic, for those who need specific input in this 
regard.

You want to be intentional about how you present yourself so it is congruent with 
your accomplishments, talents, and positions sought.

Another of my books, Secrets of Seasoned Professionals, includes helpful 
information for job seekers. The book includes tactics regarding introductions, 
networking, remembering names, business dining, attire, communication, and other 
topics for professionals early in their careers. 

The book is available on amazon.com or my web site. (www.theall-inway.com)  
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I don’t know why people protest the use of thank you notes but suspect it’s out of 
laziness. If someone does something for you, thank them. Geez. It’s not 
complicated. 

The Thank You note is another chance to present yourself positively to the hiring 
manager. Use the opportunity!

The standard is to send an email within 24 hours of the meeting. Include  a 
reference to something discussed in the meeting to make the letter personal. Be 
sure to indicate your interest in joining their team.

For higher level positions or people. consider sending a hand-written or formally 
typed thank you note. In a formal one, include 3-5 actions you would employ upon 
landing the job. Give them something to use, even if they don’t hire you. 

Ask high level professionals in your field if thank you notes are advisable. If there is 
a different standard for your industry, know it and select your approach.

Thank You Notes
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Final Thought…
Do not underestimate the importance of self presentation in the job search. What you 
look like on the outside is affected by how you feel on the inside, so take action every 
day to stay positive. Deliberately seek ways to sustain self confidence, which may 
fluctuate during the process. Self-assured, comfortable, smart people are attractive to 
employers. 

There are millions of talented, capable people looking for work. As you progress along 
your career, technical skills become less relevant than social skills., and talent is not 
enough. Consider reading about Emotional Intelligence by Dan Goleman or Travis 
Bradberry to learn more. 

Put yourself out there and present yourself with confidence, and you will be more 
interesting to employers. 
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By now, you know what you want to do, you’ve identified where you’d like to do it, 
and you are ready to go after it. Now is the time to use the work done in Stage 3 
on the targets identified in Stage 2. 

Send introductory emails, attend networking functions, call people you used to 
work with, go! Go! Go! Go!

“Uh, what do I say?” That’s usually asked of me at this point, so here are a few 
ideas…

 Ask for introductory meetings. “You mentioned your neighbor works at 
XYZ Firm. I’d like to learn more about it, to see if the firm could use my 
expertise. Would you mind introducing me to your neighbor, so we could 
have a brief meeting about his firm? I’d appreciate his insight before 
deciding if it would be worthwhile to pursue opportunities there.” 
Something like that. Introductions are easier than trying to find someone 
a job or an interview.

 Connect others. You may hear of a position which would be a better fit 
for someone else, send an email introduction. Being a resource for both 
makes you look good. When you attend networking functions, talk to 
people. Introduce yourself, introduce others, be interested in others.

 Be yourself. Be your genuine sincere self. Don’t lie or exaggerate. Don’t 
pretend to be something you are not. Respect your gifts, know they 
matter, and put yourself out there.

 Be upbeat. When someone asks about the job search, tell them, “It’s 
been interesting meeting so many fascinating people.” or, “It’s going well, 
I’m still looking, but am having a great time doing it.” Don’t say 
something about offers rolling in or just trying to decide from all the 
offers. No one will believe that in today’s economy. Don’t be a downer 
either. 

 Converse with interviewers. When interviewing, remember it is a 
conversation. Ask questions, delve into answers, answer questions asked 
of you. It is not a firing squad, it is a conversation. There are many 
resources available which go into details about interviewing. Read the 
books out there and practice with a friend.

 Be a Master at follow-up. A Master, I say! When someone offers help, 
invite them to help you. When someone offers a connection, they are 
saying they believe in you. Give them reason to! Track people you meet 
on the Targeting & Tracking System, so follow-up does not fall through 
the cracks. 
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Interviews

Meeting people while networking enables you to gain knowledge about job 
opportunities and introductions to potential hiring managers. As your relationships 
move along the spectrum and an opportunity becomes available, you will interview 
for a specific position.

Prepare for each interview. Learn about the company and interviewers, as discussed 
previously. Also, prepare yourself.

Think through answers to the following as they relate to the interview:

 What type of job are you seeking?

 What can you do for us?

 Why do you want to work here?

 Share a story about an obstacle you have overcome.

 Share a significant accomplishment.

 Discuss your managerial style (or leadership philosophy).

 Tell me about your experience as a team player.

You may not be asked all of those questions, but they will help you evaluate 
whether you are a fit for the role. When you are confident you could contribute 
well there, you will present yourself well while interviewing.

Dress professionally for ever interview. Present your very best self.

Prior to the interview, psych yourself up by exercising, singing your favorite song, 
or talking with a friend who helps boost your energy and ego. Feel positive and 
confident when you arrive, so you present yourself that way.
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Final Thought…
More people find jobs through networking and personal contacts than through any 
other source right now. That includes social networking, job clubs, people you 
know, alumni connections, etc. Spend only a few hours a week completing the 
online forms. Spend the bulk of your time making personal connections. 

Let others help you. They want to—if you appreciate them. Their time is more 
valuable than a $5 cup of coffee, so let them know you appreciate the gift of their 
time.  Keep in touch with them once you land your next job.

And, when you land your next job, help others too. 
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Your persistence builds momentum, which leads to introductions and 
opportunities. When the process leads you to choose an employer, listen to their 
offer and reflect before accepting the position. 

Reflect on the following before accepting a position:

1. Is the role aligned with your values?

2. Will the position enable you to learn something new?

3. Will it lead you toward accomplishing your goals?

4. Is it with a company you are considering aligned with your values?

5. Are you and your new immediate supervisor alike personally?

When you do accept your new position, reflect on the parameters. Prepare to 
negotiate your starting salary and benefits. Plan for your negotiation, do a dry run, 
identify your bottom line, and listen. Most employers expect some negotiation. Be 
prepared by having your expectations clear and understanding common industry 
practices. 

Sites such as salary.com can provide insight into reasonable salaries for the position 
in the city being considered.

You also can learn about a company’s salaries and recognition on sites like 
Glassdoor.

Learn as much as you can, reflect to select your negotiation points, and reflect 
afterwards regardless of the outcome.
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Reflect in this stage on your process. If it is not yielding the results you desire, 
reflect and alter. 

For example, if you have tried to get a job at all the local ice cream shops, and 
none interview you, you may not be a fit to work there. Maybe your experience has 
been in manufacturing, not service. You can fight that, or you can decide to alter 
your strategies and broaden your target list. 

When you broaden your target list, do so gradually and deliberately. It will not help 
to send emails saying, “I am so talented, I can do anything.” That puts too much 
pressure on the recipient to figure out where to put you. Plus, it is arrogant. 

If you send resumes and emails to dozens of companies, and none contact you, the 
common denominator is you. Identify what should change and change it. Don’t get 
mad about it, as anger is a waste of energy in this phase. Just realize what you are 
doing is not working, and change it. 

I strongly encourage you to continue using the Targeting & Tracking System. 
You just might need to alter who you are contacting and how. 

Take time monthly to reflect and rejuvenate your process. 
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Final Thought…
Changing strategies is way better than beating yourself up for doing something 
which didn’t work. At least you did something! Action builds momentum, so keep it 
going by assessing monthly what is working and altering it on purpose as needed. 
Trying new strategies made my job searches fun. New strategies include meeting 
different people and learning about different companies. It can be interesting and 
fun, even if it is frustrating and disheartening sometimes too.
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Closing
The previous section encourages you to reflect on which strategies are working or 
not and alter accordingly. There are dozens of strategies and some will work more 
effectively for you than others. It is highly likely you will try some that do not work 
out well. Simply change course. Do not get sidetracked.

Career transitions are time-consuming and can drain one’s energy and self-esteem. 
Try to focus on the positives all along. Most rejections are not personal. When a 
different candidate is selected instead of you, mentally wish them well and look 
forward to landing a better fit for yourself. 

Continue your hobbies, exercise regularly, enjoy family activities, and volunteer your 
time to help others. Be intentional about how you spend your time so you still enjoy 
your life, keep focused on your goals, and contribute to your community.

Look in the mirror. See those two eyes looking back at you? Your eyes are on your 
face because you are made to look forward. Our eyes are not on the back of our 
heads because we are not going that way. Focus forward and you will move 
forward. 

Your forward movement will build momentum, and the momentum will help you 
land a position you desire. It also will help you enjoy the process along the way.

Focus forward because you are going that way.
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